PLUTO WATER IN THE CANAL

Panama City by night
On the 7th of April, « Yo! » is elegantly swinging on a buoy in the Balboa yacht club, just out of the
Panama canal on the Pacific side, the Americas Bridge over the mast and a few days later just in front
of the Panama City skyline so full of contrasts: slum and luxury, without depth according to our
projections related to Central America.
Directly descending from Indian half-blood tribes, for whom Charles Quint and other Spanish
grandees became grandfathers after having destroyed oral traditions, all these countries display a
total lack of maturity – Africa and Asia seem to show a better resilience to the “westernised”
caterpillar.

The F Ghery Museum whose opening is continuously postponed until water infiltrations problems are
solved.
Panama is highly present in collective imagination: the hat, the financial scandal during the 3rd
republic in France, the Canal, the human hand opening of the isthmus, Bond, my name is.. well a lot
of things to discuss.
Because we are so modest, we will choose only two:
- the tale of our funny and demanding experience of going through the Canal on a small boat;
- some of the socio-economic aspects of the extension of the Canal and how it is related to the
global strategy of the world supply chain

Back to this high voltage adventure: transiting the canal
We get ready for the passage in Shelter Bay, a secure marina opposite Colon, the dark ass hole of the
Atlantic world, black and gold, the town exudes crime , money from the Canal is directly sucked up to
the Pacific side, only garbage remain. This is the perfect place to do all the paper work, like the
admeasurement of the boat (when you get measured from head to toe to estimate the tax you will
have to pay) conducted by some sort of penguin from the Panama Canal Authority and luckily
softened by the soccer knowledge of the Captain. The day before we go, our agent, Erick Galvez
provides us four 50 meters lines and eight fenders to protect the hull when going through the locks.
We take off everything that could be torn off : wind generator blades, outboard engine, hood…
protect the solar panels, make space in the back cabin as we will be 5 to sleep on board on the Gatùn
lake et prepare a meal for 6. Gossip says that if the “Transit Adviser” who is compulsory to have on
board is not happy with what he has to eat, he will order a meal delivered on board at the boat
expense (meal 30$ + delivery 80$ !).
Lastly, for Michel and Armand-Gabriel who will assist us for the passage, general rehearsal of all the
maneuvers and knots and process check with all the crew.

The Panama Isthmus goes from North West on the Atlantic to the South East in the Pacific. To avoid
confusion the Panama Canal Authority speaks of northbound passage (from Pacific to Atlantic) and of
southbound passage (from Atlantic to Pacific).
The 6th April at midday, we are quite ready. According to the rules having four handliners and a
captain is mandatory, so Mario joined us before leaving. We then go to the “Flats”, the anchorage
located a few miles before the first Gatùn gate and we start to wait for our “Transit Adviser” (he is
just supposed to give him recommendations and coordinate with the other boats,, the Captain
remains in control).

All kind of boats go through the Canal, yachts and huge ships. The biggest are called Panamax (65 000
tons freight – 300 meters), which are to be compared with Suezmax (160 000 tons freight). But
people here do not like to hear about Suez!
Because of the height difference between the Atlantic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean, 6 locks along the
Canal have been necessary. The scheme was initiated by the French engineer Gustave Eiffel but the
project supervised by another French man Ferdinand de Lesseps collapsed and was finally finished by
the Americans. These gates are all that is fun; otherwise, it would be an easy motor ride of 50 miles.

To the Gatún Locks
A big ship transits in 9 to 10 hours. For private yachts, it takes 2 days. The 3 Gatùn locks upward are
passed on the first day. At night, sailing boats stop on a buoy at the entrance of the Gatùn Lake
before crossing the lake at a speed of at least 6 knots and go through the Pedro Miguel lock and later
the last two Miraflores locks. Inside locks, cargoes are pulled with small locos set on tracks along the
walls. The small boats are tied to the wall with hand managed lines.

Each lock is 33.5 meters width. Each chamber is filled up in 8 minutes with 100 000 m3 of water
coming from the Gatùn Lake using gravity. The total difference in height is of 30 meters; each time
the boat goes up or down 9 meters. One can imagine the turbulences for our small boats. This not
why it is forbidden to swim in the locks, but because there are crocodiles in them!
After the first lock we see that “Yo!” is not floating in the same way as usual! Strange loss of
floatability, worry, then of course: we are in fresh water, not in salt water anymore! Archimedes just
killed me! Surely, we are not fit for this kind of ride!

Bye bye Atlantic, lets get high

You can undergo the passage all alone –which is the most technical ride: the four handliners need to
work on a single team! –, tied to a tug –only two handliners work but your boat could be damage
due to shocks against the tug hull- , or nested that is clustered to 2 other boats.
On the first day, we are tied to a catamaran which is tied to a small ferry. Cool ! Apart from tying up
to the catamaran, the ferry manages the lines along the quay when the water fills up.

Last Gatùn Lock
On the second day, we are tied again to the port side of the catamaran, which is tied on the
starboard side to a Finnish sailing boat, not very alert. Not so cool ! Essentially when turbulences
increase in the last Miraflores lock where salted water from the Pacific Ocean mix with the fresh
water from the lake. It would be not so funny if the tidal range would be lower than 6.55 meters on
the Pacific side!

Last Miraflores lock, guideliner on the platform (monkey fist pitcher) and tensed line which
keeps the boat in the middle of the lock

The two sets of locks are located on each side of the Gatùn Lake filled up by the Rio Chagres: the
building of a huge dam flooded the valley creating the lake. One century later, tree trunks still
emerge to the surface, which makes the navigation out of the channel boarded by green and red
beacons dangerous.

Island in the middle of the Gatun Lake
The job of the handliners is essential. They are responsible of going with the boat coming up or down
in the lock tacking or releasing the line which is tied to the quay.
To do that, need to make a large bowline knot at the end of the line, to check that it goes from the
cleat, goes outside the guardrails, before going back on the deck, tightly set (50 meters), with the big
knot on the top. Be simple.
When entering the lock, need to catch the monkey fist thrown from the quay (more or less
accurately following the boat and the current coming inside the lock: hot in Miraflores when a
guideliner is late, out of breath, run without his helmet, miss his pitch, rush to the next bitts...), to
attach it to the knot on the rope which will be recovered on the quay, then slacking in perfect
synchronization. Once the lines are tight, gates open. Depending if going up or down, handliners
slack or release the line, pfew….

Handliner waiting for the GO. Tension is high!

The main thing is to keep the boat strictly parallel to the lock walls and far enough. Difficult when it is
windy, when current is strong or when some of crew members are slower than the others (all tense
in the inside on the Finnish side!). During this time, the Captain controls the movements using the
engine according to the instructions of the main Transit Adviser.

Exit of the last Miraflores lock: first sight of the Pacific Ocean.
All this for this! And yes, only this: THE PACIFIC OCEAN, when ultimately the last door opens and the
Americas bridge and Balboa cranes appear.

The container ship harbor of Balboa is operated by a Chinese firm from Hong Kong, Hutchinson
Whampoa own by Li Ka-Shing the richest man of China.

We can see it is a new world: coaches run on water, Jesus is outdated.

Colonoscopy of the Canal
2014 is the centenary of the opening of the canal. Works started in 1882 and approximately 20 000
people died on the worksite because of cholera, yellow fever (the painter Gauguin just escaped when
he worked there for 5$ a day before hitting the road), malaria and accidents. After the French failure,
the transfer of exploitation and building rights went to the Americans which finish the job. In the
meantime, the Republic of Panama which was recently independent from the Great Colombia
founded by Simon Bolivar and which included Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, a part of Guyana and of
Nicaragua, gave the canal land zone to the Americans too.

In 1977, following riots in the Panama University against the American presence, Jimmy Carter signed
the retrocession of the administration of the Canal to the Republic of Panama. It became effective on
the 31th of December 1999. Many were dubious as of the Panama Canal Authority capacity to
operate the canal efficiently. But, officially, everything is fine: the Authority of the Canal regularly
publishes the Canal Water Time Index which measures the time transit of all ships, and it shows
improvement, as the number of accidents diminishes and the traffic increases.

This commercial route represents 5% of the world traffic. The main customers are North America,
China, Japan, Chili and South Korea. The United States consider it as an inside road. All ships
displaying the United States flag get priority.

But we do not think that is much used: traffic does not seem saturated.

Official statistics shows 14 000 ships a year, or roughly 40 ships a day. When we went through, we
did not cross with more than 6 ships and were asked to waited 2 hours inside Pedro Miguel lock
when to ships need to cross inside the Gaillard cut, without any disruption in the traffic – strange, not
very efficient planning, lucky there is an world economic crisis….

Sucking device of the Gatùn Lake. The Canal Authority is continuously doing improvement works:
broadening the “Gaillard Cut”, deepening the Gatun Lake to increase the water supply, dredging the
Atlantic and Pacific entrances and improving the locos fleet.

In 2009, the turnover was of 1.4 billion $ and the net income was around 400 million $ all drained by
the government. Taxes depend on the weight or number of containers, type of ship, freight; in 2007,
the cost was of 54$ for one container, that is 0.1 cent for one T-shirt… not to kill the business, the
magic of scale effect!

In 2012, 50% of ships going through the locks use the maximum width. This tends to justify the
broadening works which should have been completed for the centenary. This works are made to
enable the transit of containers ships of 12 000 Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit (actual Panamax : 4 000
TEU) and reach a traffic of 510 million tons in 2025 (280 million tons in 2005).
The broadening works were presented to the people in 2006 through a referendum with an objective
of reinforcing the maritime vocation of the Canal, of offering a “green road” to the planet, of
anchoring the country in high level development and guarantee jobs for all panamas’ citizens. The
result of the referendum was 78% YES for a participation rate of 43%.

The project which started in 2007 includes:
- The building of 2 new sets of locks: Atlantic Post Panamax and Pacific Post Panamax.
They will comprise 3 chambers and 3 water retention basins to get back the water and
therefore prevent the pouring of hundreds of thousands of m3 of fresh water in the
ocean each time the gates open which increase the emptying of the lake ;
- The excavation of new canals ;
- The rising of the exploitation level of the Gatun Lake.

The new gates waiting to be installed: 56 meters wide, 31 meters high and 10 meters thick. The new
locks will be 427 meters long, 55 meters wide and 18.3 meters deep. Actually, they are 304.8 meters
long, 33.5 meters wide and 12.8 meters deep.
This building site is one of the biggest on the planet. There are 76 giant cranes, 88 cement mixers, 47
excavators which dig and fill 107 trucks that can carry like 120 tons of earth or gravels for a total of
150 million m3 every day. Approximately 20 000 workers are employed.
Works are led by an international consortium, the United Group For the Canal which comprises
SACYR from Spain, IMPREGILO from Italy, JAN de NUL from Belgium and CONSTRUCTORA URBANA
from Panama. The initial cost was 5.25 billion $, which 2.3 billion $ lent by 5 international banks: the
European Investment Bank, the Japan Bank for International Cooperation, the Inter-American
Development Bank, the Corporacion Andina de Fomento and International Finance. The rest will be
financed by the ship transit taxes. After delivery, the Canal Authority expect an income rise of 200
million $ the first year, 400 million on the second and 2 billion on the third one.

But due to geological problems, the additional cost reaches in February 2014 1.6 billion $. SACYR
estimated that the Canal Authority had to take it all. The works were interrupted for 2 weeks
between the 5th and 20th of February when bargains were in progress and during when the European
Community and Spanish government interfere. The finish of the works is crucial for SACYR. This
building Spanish firm went rich during the property bubble. Now after the world economic crisis
more than 50% of the turnover is made abroad and the net income is a deficit.
An agreement was finally signed on the 14th of March. It includes a new financing by the insurance
contractor Zurich and the extension of moratorium on some payments. The works should be over by
December 2015.
Such investments and debts for a country of 3.3 million people leaves many questions unanswered. It
represents roughly 2000$ by inhabitant, the equivalent of 6 months income. The cash stress could
appear rapidly as the actual president Ricardo Martinelli (owner of the giant supermarket 99 chain)
decided huge investments to increase the quality of life of the people of Panama City, where half of
the population live, and the extension of the airport and harbor terminals. The actual electoral
campaign where people are asked to elect the Republic President, deputies and mayors is a new
occasion to make higher bids.

Geostrategy of the Canal
In the big game of “I own you, you hold me”, the Canal extension is high on the list. Only 5% of the
word commercial traffic goes through the canal, which is far from making it a commercial constraint
and the rail alternative between the East and West coast of the Unites States remain interesting for
some kind of freight.

Moreover, Nicaragua seems to be ready to deter is project of a Large Canal between the 2 oceans on
its territory; the president Ortega confirmed in January 2014 that work will start before the end of
the year. The Large Canal will be 3 times longer than the Panama Canal, but closer to the United
States. The press communiqué is signed as well by the president of HKND group, the Chinese man
Wang Jing. The estimated cost is 40 billion $. It includes beside the water way, the creation of 2
harbors, an airport and 2 free zones: all what is needed to boost the economy of this country of 6
million people, one of the poorest in Central America after Haiti.

Lastly, the North West passage (generally frozen) should be passable soon which would reduce time
and cost to go between Asia, North America and Europe. It is funny to see that Iceland (that went
bankrupt after the subprime crisis and that was abandoned by the European Community) get a
complete financing of its economy by China… in exchange of the support by Iceland for China joining
in the very restricted group of countries that will have their say about Artic (Canada, United States,
Russia and Europe –via UK, France, Denmark-); as a matter of fact, China already has 2 ice-breaker
vessels using nuclear propulsion. In addition, China did not get into the financing of the canal
extension, surprise, surprise.
Some play checkers, others play Go.

Coming to an end, let us revert back to Panama, actually Taboga Island just out of Panama City where
the greatest dark pelican colony in the world nests:

These clumsy pelicans getting knocked out each time they dive, immortalized by the French
cartoonist Gotlib provide us a witty transition to one article (in French only for the moment – sorry)
in our “Rubrique à Brac” relating, again, to the Reverend Tom Bayes and the Bayesian view of the
world. In an excellent contribution, Gilles provide a fascinating analysis of power plays between the
Georges W. Bush Administration and the poor Saddam Hussein…

Révérend Tom Contribution Epatante de Gilles - Copie.pdf

Best wishes, Sanity and Sobriety
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